
TESTER’S  
LITTLE 

HELPERS 



Hello! 
I am Simona 
 
You can find me at: 
Virtustream 
simona.karbonskyte@virtustream.com 

I am Aukse 
 
You can contact me: 
aukse.zirgule@gmail.com 
twitter: @auksainis 









Screaming Frog SEO Spider 



Screaming Frog SEO Spider 

small desktop application you can install locally on your PC 
 
crawls a website’s links, images, CSS 
 
basically tells you what a search spider would see when it 
crawls a website 
 
standard version is free to download and use 



1. 
QUICK SITE 

SCAN 
      





2. 
CRAWLING 

AUTHENTICATED 
STAGING SITES 

      

*staging server is a type of server that is used to test a software, website or service in a production-
similar environment before being set live. 





3. 
EXPORT DATA 

 

      



EXPORT DATA 



4. 
IMPORT SPECIFIED 

LISTS 

      



IMPORT SPECIFIED LISTS 



FIDDLER 







PERFORMANCE       





 





  Request number 

  Duration 

  Large files 







 
MODIFY 

REQUESTS       



Modify 

data 

Modify 

response 



➜When user purchases, system X has 
to transfer user data to the  system Y.  
 
If the connection is not successful, 
system X has to submit 2 additional 
attempts to reach system Y. 



System X System Y 





CREATE RULE 



  



Modify 

data 













BROWSER ADDONS 



Browser Addons 

resize the browser 

check the font type and style 

enter various values quickly 

check grammar 

capture video 
 



 
 

– exploratory testing helper 
 



 
 

Bug Magnet Features 

Access to common boundaries and edge cases 
 
Works on input fields, text areas, content editable 
DIVs 
 
Open source, so you can extend it with your 
configuration 



Bug Magnet 



 
 

Bug Magnet  Options 
Lorems –filler text in Latin, Cyrillic, Arabic and etc. 
Text size –text strings that are certain lengths, with and 
without spaces 
Names – different name options like O’Grady 
Cities – different city options 
E-mail addresses – valid and invalid examples 
URL’s – valid and invalid examples 
Numbers – different boundary number options like 0, -1 
Whitespace – tabs and newline and leading spaces 
Format exploits like SQL injection and HTML parsing-
magnet-a-free-exploratory-testing-tool 



..NOT only about 
Passwords 









SAFETY??? 















Enjoy  

tester’s little 

helpers 

Don’t be little testers 



Thanks! 
Any questions? 
 


